Altenew Floral Art – Easy Multi-Layer Stamping #1

Technique: layering stamps and stencils

Level: Beginner

TIME: around 10-15 minutes

STAMPS:
Altenew Floral Art Stamp and Die set

INKS:
Altenew Jet Black
Altenew Galactic Stream
Altenew Teal Cove

ACCESSORIES:
Gemini Junior Die Cutting Machine
Altenew Floral Art die set
Purple tape, thick and thin
Misti Stamping Too
Altenew Watercolor Stripes Stencil
Ink Blending Brush
Nuvo Crystal Drops – Ebony black
Foam Tape
Tombow adhesive tape runner
Fiskars Paper Cutter

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Neenah Solar White #110
Neenah 80#

DIRECTIONS:
1. Secure the card front to your work surface.
2. Secure the Watercolor Stripes Stencil over it, lining up the left side of the card front.
3. Use the blending brush to add a light layer of Teal Cove ink, starting at the left and blending lighter to the center of the card.
4. Remove the stencil and rinse with water to clean.
5. Place the white card stock into the Misti
6. Use the Project Inspiration Guide to place the outline stamp face down onto the white card.
7. Close the lid of the Misti to attach the stamp to the inside. Open it, ink the stamp with the Jet-Black ink and stamp the image.
   **TIP** – you may need to stamp it a couple of times to get a clean dark image.
8. Clean the stamp and refer to the guide for the fill in layer stamp to use next.
9. Use a pencil to add the layering guide marks to your image (you can erase them later).
10. Place the layering stamp over the previously stamped image, lining it up with the guides.
11. Close the lid of the Misti to secure it to the inside. Open the Misti, ink the stamp with the Teal Cove Ink and stamp.
   **TIP** – solid image stamps almost always require a couple of stampings to get a good solid image.
12. Clean this stamp and remove it and again refer to the guide for the next layering stamp.
13. Use a pencil to add stamping guide marks and lay the stamp in place.
14. Repeat step 11, for inking and stamping the image.
15. Use the thin purple tape to place the coordinating die over your flower image and die cut it with the Gemini Junior Die Cutting Machine.
16. Place the stenciled card front into the Misti lining it up securely in the bottom left corner.
17. Add the two stamps with the 3 leaves and use the flower to help you place them.
18. Add the sentiment – then gently remove the flower.
19. Close the lid of the Misti and repeat step 11 to stamp all three at the same time in the Jet-Black Ink
20. Attach the card front to a top folding card base.
21. Use foam tape to attach the flower.
22. Add three dots near the end of each set of black leaves with the Nuvo Crystal Drops in Ebony Black
23. Clean the stamps with the shammy

**Happy Stamping**

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.
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**Altenew FLORAL ART Clear Stamps ALT2472**

**Altenew FLORAL ART Dies ALT2473**

**Floral Art Stamp & Die Bundle**
Altenew SWEET DREAMS Mini Cube Crisp...

Cerulean Skies 6 Mini Cube Set â€” Altenew

Altenew MOLDED LINES Stencil ALT2391

Altenew WATERCOLOR STRIPES Stencil...

My Favorite Things RECTANGLE...

Set of 5 BLENDER BRUSHES Mixed Sizes...

Therm O Web PURPLE TAPE Easy Release...

Therm O Web 0.5 INCH PURPLE TAPE Easy...

3M 2 INCH WIDE POST-IT TAPE 36 Yards...

MISTI PRECISION STAMPER Stamping Tool...

Tonic EBONY BLACK Nuvo Crystal Drops...

Altenew JET BLACK Crisp Dye Ink Pad...
Simon Says Stamp BIG MOMMA FOAM TAPE...

Tombow MONO Adhesive PERMANENT Tape...

Tombow MONO Adhesive Tape Dispenser...

3M Scotch DOUBLE-SIDED FOAM TAPE...

Gemini JUNIOR Die-Cutting And...

The AQUA Absorber Towel 17 x 27...